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INAD is a scaffolding protein that regulates signaling
in Drosophila photoreceptors. One of its PDZ do-
mains, PDZ5, cycles between reduced and oxidized
forms in response to light, but it is unclear how light
affects its redox potential. Through biochemical
and structural studies, we show that the redox
potential of PDZ5 is allosterically regulated by its
interaction with another INAD domain, PDZ4.
Whereas isolated PDZ5 is stable in the oxidized
state, formation of a PDZ45 ‘‘supramodule’’ locks
PDZ5 in the reduced state by raising the redox poten-
tial of its Cys606/Cys645 disulfide bond by330 mV.
Acidification, potentially mediated via light and
PLCb-mediated hydrolysis of PIP2, disrupts the
interaction between PDZ4 and PDZ5, leading to
PDZ5 oxidation and dissociation from the TRP Ca2+
channel, a key component of fly visual signaling.
These results show that scaffolding proteins can
actively modulate the intrinsic redox potentials of
their disulfide bonds to exert regulatory roles in
signaling.
INTRODUCTION
Scaffold proteins serve as platforms in signaling pathways by
nucleating multiple proteins into macromolecular complexes
and targeting them to specific regions within cells, and are crit-
ical for both efficiency and specificity of signaling events (Bhat-
tacharyya et al., 2006; Pawson and Nash, 2003; Zhang and
Wang, 2003). The Drosophila visual PDZ domain protein Inacti-
vation, no after-potential D (INAD) is one of the best understood
model systems for the roles of scaffolding in signal transduction
(Huber, 2001; Montell, 1999; Tsunoda and Zuker, 1999). Within1088 Cell 145, 1088–1101, June 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.the microvilli of fly photoreceptor cells, INAD organizes the
core components of thephototransduction pathway into a supra-
molecular complex, involving the Ca2+-permeable transient
receptor potential (TRP) channel, phospholipase Cb (PLCb/
NORPA), and eye-specific protein kinase C (ePKC) via distinct
PDZ domains, thus efficiently linking the G protein-coupled
receptor rhodopsin to the Ca2+-mediated signaling cascades
(Adamski et al., 1998; Chevesich et al., 1997; Huber et al.,
1996a; Kimple et al., 2001; Montell, 2005; Peng et al., 2008;
Shieh and Zhu, 1996; Tsunoda et al., 1997; van Huizen et al.,
1998; Wang and Montell, 2007). In this cascade, light photoiso-
merises rhodopsin, which activates PLCb via the heterotrimeric
Gq protein. PLCb hydrolyses phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphos-
phate (PIP2), releasing inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) and
1,2-diacylglycerol (DAG) and a proton, which leads to opening
of TRP channels, and depolarization of photoreceptor cells
(Huang et al., 2010; for reviews, see Hardie and Raghu 2001;
Wang and Montell 2007; Hardie and Postma 2008). DAG is
also a potent activator of eye-PKC which phosphorylates both
TRP and INAD and plays a key role in the termination of the light
response (Popescu et al., 2006; Smith et al., 1991; Hardie et al.,
1993; Gu et al., 2005; Huber et al., 1996b; Peng et al., 2008). Via
the INAD-mediated assembly of the signaling complex, fly
photoreceptors can respond to light with extremely fast kinetics
(for reviews, see Tsunoda and Zuker 1999; Huber 2001; Hardie
and Raghu 2001; Wang and Montell 2007; Hardie and Postma
2008) and adapt to a huge dynamic range of light intensities
(Juusola and Hardie, 2001).
A recent study indicated that in addition to acting as a master
scaffolding protein, INAD plays a critical dynamic role in regu-
lating phototransduction on a millisecond timescale (Mishra
et al., 2007). Namely, a pair of Cys residues in INAD PDZ5
(Cys606 and Cys645) undergo reversible, disulfide-mediated
oxidation in response to light. When flies are kept in the dark,
the two Cys residues in PDZ5 are in the reduced form. Upon
exposure to bright light, PDZ5 is converted to the oxidized state
by formation of the intramolecular Cys606-Cys645 disulfide
bond. Importantly, the authors demonstrated that this transient,
light-dependent disulfide-mediated oxidation is required for effi-
cient visual signal termination as well as visually mediated reflex
behavior of flies (Mishra et al., 2007).
However, there are a number of major conceptual challenges
regarding the mechanistic basis of the INAD-mediated dynamic
signaling. Most critically, the redox potential surrounding the
INAD-organized signaling complex microvilli is not expected to
fluctuate with large amplitude on a millisecond timescale in
response to light. This immediately begs the question: how is
the light-dependent, transient disulfide bond formation/breaking
of INAD PDZ5 achieved? Additionally, it was shown that the
ePKC is required for the conformational switch of PDZ5 (Mishra
et al., 2007). However, PDZ5 does not contain any obvious PKC
phosphorylation sites. Furthermore, it is not clear how INAD
PDZ5 maintains the reduced state when flies are kept in dark
as the PDZ5 disulfide is highly stable due to its extremely
negative redox potential. Finally, although the structure of
INAD PDZ5 in its oxidized form contains a somewhat deformed
target-binding groove (Mishra et al., 2007), it has not been
proven that the target binding of INAD PDZ5 is disulfide bond
dependent.
Here, we demonstrate that the redox potential of INADPDZ5 is
allosterically regulated by the direct conformational coupling of
the fourth and fifth PDZ domains. Formation of the PDZ45 supra-
module locks PDZ5 in the reduced state. Acidification uncouples
the PDZ45 tandem and thereby unlocks its reduced conforma-
tion followed by the dissociation of the TRP channel from
PDZ5. The allosteric regulation of the redox potential fluctuation
of the INAD PDZ5 disulfide bond at a range of 330 mV is
unprecedented for cellular signaling proteins. This protein redox
potential regulationmechanismmay have general implications in
other cell signaling processes that utilize disulfide bond contain-
ing intracellular proteins. Finally, regulation of protein conforma-
tional couplings by protons originating from PLC-mediated PIP2
hydrolysis may represent a new paradigm for cellular signal
transduction in general.
RESULTS
Identification of Specific INAD PDZ5 Ligands
The most plausible explanation for the INAD PDZ5 disulfide-
mediated visual signal regulation is that the two PDZ5
conformers have distinct target-binding properties. Oxidation
of PDZ5 may cause temporary dissociation of its target, and
thereby terminate signaling. Although PDZ5 has been implied
to interact with PLCb (Tsunoda et al., 1997; van Huizen et al.,
1998), the direct interaction between PDZ5/PLCb remains
controversial (Mishra et al., 2007; Xu et al., 1998), partly due to
a sequencing error of PLCb (the penultimate residue should be
a ‘‘Tyr’’ instead of a ‘‘Cys’’ as originally reported). Identification
of a specific PDZ5 target would be highly valuable in evaluating
the mechanistic basis of the redox-dependent target binding of
the domain. Aided by structure-based prediction of potential
PDZ5 binders, we screened a small PDZ-binding peptide library.
Among twelve peptides tested, the carboxyl peptide of proteo-
glycan NG2 showed the highest binding affinity toward reduced
PDZ5 (Figure 1A). These data also demonstrated that a bulkyaromatic residue at the 2 position is critical, and Trp at the
1 position is highly preferred for carboxyl peptides to bind to
PDZ5. The Drosophila ortholog of NG2 is Kon-tiki/Perdido
(Kon/Perd), which has the same C-terminal four amino acids as
NG2 (Figure 1A). As expected, the Kon peptide binds to PDZ5
with the same affinity as the NG2 peptide (Figure 1A). A search
of the Drosophila genome for proteins containing the carboxyl
tail peptide sequences of ‘‘YWJ’’ (‘‘J’’ represents Val, Leu,
and Ile) identified Kon/Perd as the only match. Although the
physiological relevance, if any, of the INADPDZ5/Kon interaction
is unknown, identification of Kon as a high-affinity PDZ5 ligand
provides a powerful tool for investigating the impact of the
PDZ5 conformational switch on its target binding. We demon-
strate that the reduced-to-oxidized conformational transition of
PDZ5 induces a 20-fold decrease in its affinity for the Kon
peptide (Figure 1B; see Figures S1A–S1C available online),
supporting the structure-based prediction that oxidation of
PDZ5 can weaken its target binding (Mishra et al., 2007).
Solution Structure of the INAD PDZ5-Kon Tail Peptide
Complex
To elucidate the molecular mechanism governing their specific
interaction, we solved the solution structure of the reduced
PDZ5/Kon peptide complex (Figure 1C; Figure S1D and Table
S1). INAD PDZ5 adopts a canonical PDZ fold similar to its
ligand-free form (Figure 1C) (Mishra et al., 2007). The Kon
peptide binds to the aB/bB groove of INAD PDZ5 by pairing anti-
parallelly with bB. The side chain of Val(0) of the Kon peptide
inserts into the hydrophobic pocket at the end of the aB/bB
groove. The side chain of Trp(1) makes extensive contacts
with Ile612 from bC and Ser598 from bB of PDZ5. A hydrogen
bond between the side-chain amide of Trp(1) and the back-
bone carbonyl of Gln(3) further stabilizes the bound peptide.
The side chain of Tyr(2) is sandwiched between the aromatic
rings of Tyr646 and Phe642 from aB (Figure 1D). The complex
structure explains the high selectivity of PDZ5 for the Trp(1)
and Tyr(2) in the Kon peptide.
Isolated PDZ5 Cannot Spontaneously Cycle
between the Reduced and Oxidized Conformers
In view of fast timescale of the fly visual signaling, we asked
whether INAD PDZ5 might be able to cycle rapidly between
the reduced and oxidized conformations by nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. The NMR spectrum of PDZ5
purified with buffer containing 1 mM DTT showed two distinct
sets of peaks, each corresponding to the reduced and oxidized
states (Figure S2A). The result indicates that 1 mM DTT cannot
reduce PDZ5 and the coexisting reduced and oxidized
conformers exchange at a slow NMR timescale. PDZ5 could
be completely oxidized when the purified protein was passed
through a preparative gel filtration column twice with the column
buffer undegassed and free of reducing reagent (Figure 2A, top
trace). Upon addition of 10 mM DTT, the oxidized PDZ under-
went a time-dependent conversion to its reduced state (Figures
2A and 2B). The measured rate constant (from oxidized to
reduced state) is0.3M-1 $min-1, which is very slow considering
the fast fly visual signaling events.We further measured the stan-
dard redox potential of the Cys606-Cys645 disulfide bond byCell 145, 1088–1101, June 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1089
Figure 1. Discovery of Specific Binding Targets of INAD PDZ5
(A) Summary of the screening results for the reduced PDZ5-binding peptides. The binding affinities were derived from fluorescence polarization titration-based
measurements.
(B) Fluorescence polarization titration-derived binding affinities of reduced and oxidized PDZ5 to the Kon peptide.
(C) Ribbon diagram of a representative NMR structure of the PDZ5/Kon peptide complex. The PDZ5 is shown in purple, and the Kon peptide in orange.
(D) The combined surface (PDZ5) and stick (the Kon peptide) models showing the interaction between PDZ5 and the Kon peptide. The positively charged amino
acids of PDZ5 are highlighted in blue, the negatively charged residues in red, the hydrophobic residues in yellow, and the others in white.
Also see Figure S1.NMR spectroscopy using DTT as the redox potential buffer (Fig-
ure 2C). The conversion reaction at each DTT concentration was
considered to be in equilibrium if the peak intensities of two
spectra acquired for the same mixture were the same after
5 hr. The measured standard redox potential for the Cys606-
Cys645 disulfide formation is 0.37 V (Figure 2D), a value far
below the standard redox potentials of the cytoplasmic milieu
in most cells (0.20.3 V) (Keese et al., 1999; Ostergaard
et al., 2004; Schafer and Buettner, 2001). Thus, both kinetic
and thermodynamic data indicate that INAD PDZ5 is highly1090 Cell 145, 1088–1101, June 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.stable in its oxidized form and cannot spontaneously cycle
between the reduced and oxidized conformations at speeds
compatible with visual signaling. This implies that other factors
must interact directly or indirectly with PDZ5 to regulate its redox
potential and redox-dependent conformational cycling.
PDZ4&5 Interact with Each Other
to Form a Supramodule
Tandem PDZ repeats often display distinct structural and func-
tional properties when compared with individual PDZ domains
Figure 2. The Oxidation Kinetics and the Redox Potential of the Isolated PDZ5 and the PDZ45 Tandem
(A) Oxidized PDZ5 (0.5 mM) was mixed with 10 mM reduced DTT, a selected methyl region of the 1H-NMR spectrum was recorded as a function of time. The
methyl peak at 0.11 ppm was used for deriving the reduction rate constant of PDZ5. The peak indicated with asterisk was a volatile contaminant.
(B) Second-order reduction kinetics curve derived from (A).
(C) Selected regions of 1H, 15N HSQC spectra of PDZ5 showing the equilibrium of the reduced and oxidized forms of PDZ5 during the DTT titration. The peaks
corresponding to the newly appeared, reduced form of PDZ5 are highlighted with dotted circles.
(D) The standard redox potential of PDZ5 was determined by fitting the curve of the fraction of reduced protein as a function of the redox potential of the sample
buffer at each titration point.
(E) Selected regions of 1H, 15NHSQC spectra of PDZ45 showing the equilibrium of the reduced and oxidized forms of PDZ45 during the GSSG titration. The peaks
corresponding to the oxidized form of PDZ5 are highlighted with dotted circles.
(F) By fitting the curve of the fraction of oxidized protein as a function of the GSSG concentration, the standard redox potential of PDZ5 in PDZ45 was determined
as the redox potential of the sample buffer at the 50% of PDZ45 oxidation. The fraction of oxidized PDZ45 at each GSSG concentration was derived by averaging
the peak intensities ratios (Iox/Iox+re) of multiple well-resolved peaks in the HSQC spectrum upon the oxidation reaction reached to equilibrium.
Also see Figure S2.(Feng et al., 2003; Feng and Zhang, 2009; Long et al., 2005).
Because the INAD PDZ4 and PDZ5 domains are connected by
a short linker with only 5 residues, we hypothesized that the
PDZ45 tandem of INADmay also form a supramodule. Extensive
trials of the domain boundaries showed that inclusions of a 10
residue extension N-terminal to PDZ4 and the entire C-terminal
tail outside PDZ5 (i.e., residues 473–674, referred to as PDZ45hereafter for simplicity) is essential for obtaining stable PDZ45
tandem samples. Different from the isolated PDZ5, the
1H,15N-HSQC NMR spectrum of PDZ45 purified with buffer
containing 1 mM DTT showed only one set of well-dispersed
peaks, corresponding to the fully reduced state (Figure S3A).
Comparison of the HSQC spectra of PDZ45 and PDZ5, both
in their reduced states, revealed significant chemical shiftCell 145, 1088–1101, June 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1091
Figure 3. Crystal Structure of the PDZ45/NG2 Peptide Complex
(A) Ribbon diagram of the PDZ45/NG2 peptide complex with PDZ4 colored in green, PDZ5 in blue, and the NG2 peptide in magenta. Cys606 and Cys645 are
highlighted in stick model.
(B) Combined ribbon and surface presentations showing the interdomain interaction in the PDZ45 tandem.
(C) Combined ribbon and stick models showing that the ligand-binding site of PDZ4 (the aB0/bB0 groove) is occluded by the side chain of Arg625 from PDZ5.
Also see Figure S3 and Figure S4.differences of PDZ5 between its isolated and its PDZ45 tandem
forms (Figure S3A), indicating that PDZ4 and/or the extensions in
the two termini interact with PDZ5. We mapped the chemical
shift differences of PDZ5 between the two forms onto its struc-
ture (Figure S3B). Residues at the beginning of bA and end of
bF of PDZ5 showed large chemical shift differences, and such
shift changes are expected as these two regions are covalently
connected to PDZ4 and the C-terminal extension, respectively,
in PDZ45. Importantly, large chemical shift changes were
observed for the residues in bB, bC (including Cys606 in the
bC1 position), aB (including Cys645 in aB), as well as the rest
of the target peptide-binding region of PDZ5 (Figure S3B), indi-
cating that the interaction of PDZ4 has a long-range conforma-
tional impact on PDZ5. This finding immediately points to the
possibility that the light-dependent formation of the disulfide
bond in PDZ5 may be allosterically regulated by PDZ4 coupling.
Crystal Structure of the PDZ45/NG2 Complex
The excellent NMR spectrum of PDZ45 indicates that the
protein adopts a monodispersed conformation favorable for
crystallization. The structure of the PDZ45/NG2 peptide com-
plex was solved using the single-wavelength anomalous
dispersion method with Se-Met derivative and refined to 2.6 A˚
resolution (Table S2). Consistent with the NMR shift perturbation
assay (Figure S3B), the two PDZ domains in PDZ45 physically
interact with each other (Figure 3A). The interface between the
two PDZ domains involves bB0, bC0, aB0, the bB0/bC0 loop, and
the aA0/bD0 loop from PDZ4; and bB, bC, bD, the bB/bC loop,
and the aA/bD loop from PDZ5 (Figure 3). Importantly, the
C-terminal extension of PDZ5 (residues 664–674) tucks into
a groove at the rear (relative to the putative target-binding
groove) of PDZ4, physically stapling the two PDZ domains
together (Figure 3B), revealing that the C terminus is essential1092 Cell 145, 1088–1101, June 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.for the structural integrity of PDZ45. The N-terminal extension
of PDZ4 interacts intimately with residues from bA0 and aA0, ex-
plaining why this extension is also necessary for obtaining the
properly folded tandem.
Consistent with the Ellman assay result, PDZ5 in the PDZ45/
NG2 peptide complex is in the reduced form (Figure 3A). The
potential target-binding pocket of PDZ4 is occluded by the
aA/bD loop of PDZ5 with the side chain of Arg625 inserting
into the aB0/bB0 groove of PDZ4 (Figure 3C). The NG2 peptide
binds to PDZ5 in a b-hairpin conformation (Figure 3A). The last
4 residues of theNG2 peptide bind to PDZ5 in the PDZ45 tandem
in an identical manner to the Kon peptide binding to the isolated
PDZ5 (Figure S3C). The main difference between the conforma-
tions of the target peptides in the NMR-derived PDZ5/Kon
peptide complex and the X-ray-derived PDZ45/NG2 peptide
complex is the lack of the mini-b strand of the PDZ5-bound
Kon peptide (corresponding to Leu-8-Leu-7-Arg-6 of the Kon
peptide, Figure 1), and this difference is likely to be an artifact
of crystal packing (Figures S3C and S3D).
Formation of the PDZ45 Supramodule Dramatically
Raises the Redox Potential of PDZ5
The direct interaction between PDZ4&5, together with the PDZ4
coupling-induced long-range conformational impact on PDZ5
revealed by NMR, hints that formation of the PDZ45 supramod-
ule may alter the redox potential of PDZ5. To evaluate this
possibility, we compared air-mediated oxidation of PDZ5 in its
isolated and in the PDZ45 tandem forms. Reduced PDZ45 could
not be oxidized after two or three cycles of gel-filtration chroma-
tography (Figure 4A). Specifically, we can directly observe that
the chemical shifts of Cys606 and Cys645 did not change at all
from its reduced conformation during the entire process (high-
lighted in a green circle in Figure 4A). In addition to Cys645
Figure 4. Formation of the PDZ45 Tandem Prevents the Disulfide-Mediated Oxidation of PDZ5
(A and B) Selected regions of 1H, 15N HSQC spectra of PDZ45 (A) and PDZ5 (B) during air oxygen-mediated oxidations of the proteins. In this experiment,
15N-labeled PDZ45 (0.2 mM) was purified with 1 mM DTT, and PDZ5 (0.4 mM) was initially fully reduced by incubation with 10 mM DTT (left panels, red peaks).
After rapid removal of DTT, each sample was passed through one (middle panel, black peaks) or two (right panels, magenta peaks) cycles of size-exclusion
chromatography (Hiload 26/60 Superdex 200). The redox status of Cys645 in PDZ45 and PDZ5 are highlighted by green ovals. The dashed lines are used to
highlight that Cys645 in the isolated PDZ5 is easily oxidized (with two distinct peaks in the middle panel), and the same Cys in PDZ45 is highly resistant to the
oxidation.
(C) Selected regions of 1H, 15N HSQC spectra of PDZ45 during the GSSG-mediated oxidation at pH 7.0. In this experiment, 15N-labeled fully reduced PDZ45
(0.2 mM) was incubated with 50 mM GSSG for 250 min (middle panel, black peaks) or 500 min (right panels, magenta peaks). The oxidation statuses of Cys606,
Cys645, and Cys539 are highlighted by green ovals in C1, C2, and C3, respectively. For clarity, peaks from PDZ4 and PDZ5 are labeled in black and red,
respectively.
Also see Figure S2, Figure S3, and Figure S4.and Cys606 in PDZ5, the other three Cys residues in PDZ4 also
remained in the reduced form (data not shown). We repeated the
same experiment with reduced PDZ5, keeping the concentration
of PDZ5 at about double of the PDZ45 to ensure that the total
Cys concentrations in the two series of experiments were
comparable. In sharp contrast to what was observed for
PDZ45, the NMR spectrum of PDZ5 after passing one cycle of
the gel filtration column showed that the protein is a mixture of
reduced and oxidized formswith a roughly equal population (Fig-ure 4B, middle panel). Another cycle of the column fully con-
verted the protein into its oxidized form (Figure 4B, right panel).
The results shown in Figures 4A and 4B indicate that coupling
of PDZ4 allosterically alters the local environment of the
Cys606&645 pair in PDZ5 and renders them more resistant to
oxidation. As the overall conformation of the Cys606&645-
harboring aB/bB groove remains largely the same upon forming
the PDZ45 supramodule (Figure 1C and Figure 3), the decreased
oxygen-mediated oxidation speed of PDZ5 in the PDZ45 tandemCell 145, 1088–1101, June 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1093
likely correlates with an increased redox potential of the
Cys606&645 pair in PDZ45.
To test the above hypothesis, we measured the standard
redox potential of the Cys606-Cys645 disulfide in PDZ45.
Because the reduced PDZ45 is highly stable even in sample
buffers lacking any reducing reagents such as DTT, we per-
formed PDZ45 oxidation experiment by incubating the protein
in 50 mM Tris pH 7.0 containing increasing concentrations
of GSSG. The oxidation of PDZ45 was monitored both by the
Ellman assay and by NMR spectroscopy. The Ellman assay
showed that only 40% of total Cys residues (equivalent to
two of five Cys) were oxidized when the oxidation reaction
reached to an equilibrium state (Figure S2B). To assign which
Cys residues were oxidized, we performed a series of time-
dependent oxidation reactions of 15N-labeled PDZ45 with
increasing concentrations of GSSG. As shown in Figure 4C,
GSSG-mediated oxidation of PDZ45 induced chemical shift
changes to Cys645 (Figure 4C1) and Cys606 (Figure 4C2). Addi-
tionally, a number of other residues from PDZ5 (e.g., Gly596,
Leu597, Phe649, Gly651, Ala652), which reside in close vicinity
of the PDZ5 aB/bB groove and thus spatially close to
Cys606&645, also showed obvious oxidation-induced chemical
shift changes. In contrast the three Cys residues in PDZ4 (e.g.,
Cys539 shown in Figure 4C3) did not show detectable chemical
shift changes upon PDZ45 oxidation. Taken together, the Ellman
assay andNMR studies indicated that incubation of PDZ45 in the
GSSG-containing buffer led to specific oxidation of the
Cys606&645 pair in the PDZ45 tandem, and the remaining three
Cys residues in PDZ4 were not oxidized.
The oxidation of PDZ45 by GSSG reached a steady/equilib-
rium state at7 hr after the initiation of the reaction (Figure S2C).
By plotting the fraction of oxidized Cys606-Cys645 in PDZ45 at
each equilibrium state as the function of the GSSG concentra-
tions, we were able to measure the redox potential of the
Cys606&645 pair in PDZ45, and the value is 0.038 V (Fig-
ure 2F). A very similar value (0.040 V) was obtained from
the Ellman-based assays (Figure S2B). Taken together, our
data unequivocally demonstrate that the formation of the
PDZ45 supramodule stabilizes the reduced conformation of
PDZ5 by dramatically raising the redox potential of the
Cys606&645 pair. It is envisioned that the reduced Cys606
and Cys645 of PDZ45 is highly stable at the intracellular milieu
with typical redox potentials of 0.20.3 V. This is in stark
contrast to the isolated PDZ5, of which the oxidized state is
highly stable at the same cellular redox potentials (Figure 2).
The standard redox potentials of PDZ5 in its isolated and in
the PDZ45 tandem forms suggest that PDZ5 cannot spontane-
ously cycle between reduced and oxidized forms at the cellular
milieu. We also noted that the Cys residues in PDZ45 have
a much slower oxidation reaction speed than those in PDZ5
(Figures S2C and S2D). Therefore, it seems that additional
factor(s) must function together with cellular oxidant(s) to oxidize
the Cys606&645 pair of PDZ5.
Acidification Uncouples the PDZ45 Supramodule
and Regulates the Conformational Cycling of PDZ5
Although PDZ4 modulates the redox potential of PDZ5 allosteri-
cally, the formation of the PDZ45 supramodule per se does not1094 Cell 145, 1088–1101, June 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.affect the target-binding property of PDZ5 (Figure 1B; Fig-
ure S4A). We investigated the allosteric conformational coupling
between PDZ4&5 in response to the Kon peptide binding using
NMR spectroscopy (Figures S4B and S4C). In line with the
crystal structure, the Kon peptide specifically binds to PDZ5
(e.g., the large shift changes of Gly596 from the ‘‘GLGF’’ loop
of PDZ5), but not to PDZ4 (e.g., no shift change of Gly500 from
the ‘‘GLGF’’ loop of PDZ4). Importantly, in addition to residues
directly involved in the binding of the Kon peptide, amino acid
residues in the interface of PDZ4&5 also experienced substantial
target peptide-induced chemical shift changes. This result,
together with the data shown in Figure 4, reveals that the redox
potential and the target binding of PDZ5 can be allosterically
modulated by amino acid residues outside the domain.
We then tried to identify a potential regulatory switch for the
redox potential cycling of PDZ5. The most obvious candidate
was ePKC, as it is required for the light-induced oxidation of
PDZ5 (Mishra et al., 2007), and PKC has been shown to phos-
phorylate INAD (Huber et al., 1996b; Popescu et al., 2006).
PDZ45 contains two consensus PKC phosphorylation sites:
Thr553 in aB of PDZ4 and Thr666 in the C-terminal tail of the
tandem (Figure 5A). The two Thr residues play active roles in
the packing of the C-terminal tail with PDZ4 and are therefore
necessary for the formation of the PDZ45 supramodule (Fig-
ure S4D). Structural analysis predicts that phosphorylation of
Thr553 and/or Thr666 would destabilize the interdomain interac-
tion between PDZ4 and PDZ5 and thereby weaken or eliminate
the allosteric coupling of the two PDZ domains. If this prediction
is correct, the conformational cycling of PDZ5 could be ex-
plained by PKC-mediated phosphorylation of PDZ45.
To test this hypothesis, we made single and double
Thr553Glu, Thr666Glu mutations to mimic PKC-mediated phos-
phorylation of PDZ45. Indeed, the Thr553,666Glu double mutant
of PDZ45 led to enhanced oxidation in the H2O2-mediated oxida-
tion assay (Figure S4E). However, to our disappointment, no
obvious phosphorylations on Thr553/Thr666 (or on any other
Thr and Ser residues in PDZ45) by PKC could be observed under
numerous conditions tested (see Figures S5A–S5C for details).
We were forced to widen our screening by testing other Ser
and Thr residues, which may function as the regulatory switch
for the PDZ5 conformational cycling. Among many residues
tested, we observed with extreme interest that substitution of
Thr669 with Ala, a mutation originally designed to mimic non-
phosphorylated state of the residue, led to dramatically
increased phosphorylation of PDZ45 by PKC (Figure 5B). The
level of PKC-mediated phosphorylation of T669A-PDZ45 is
even higher than the phosphorylation of INAD PDZ2 that can
be physically docked on to the kinase (the first lane, Figure 5B).
Structural analysis of PDZ45 reveals that the side chain of Thr669
from the C-terminal tail forms a strong hydrogen bond with the
imidazole ring of His547 in PDZ4 (the average bond length of
2.7 A˚ in the eight PDZ45 molecules in each asymmetric crystal
unit; Figure 5D). Substitution of Thr669 with Ala would eliminate
the Thr669-His547 H-bond and thereby lead to uncoupling of the
PDZ45 supramodule. Indeed, the T669A mutation of PDZ45 can
be rapidly oxidized by a low concentration of H2O2 (88 mM) at
pH 7.5 when compared with the WT PDZ45 (Figure 5C). It was
shown recently by one of us (R.C.H.) that fly microvilli undergo
Figure 5. pH-Regulated, Allosteric Regulation of the PDZ45 Redox Potential
(A) The domain organization of INAD showing the two predicted PKC phosphorylation sites (Thr553 and Thr666), as well as Thr669 in PDZ45.
(B) Substitution of Thr669 with Ala of PDZ45 led to its massive phosphorylation by PKC. Substitution of Thr513 in the PDZ45 interface also led to an increase of its
phosphorylation. No detectable PKC-mediated phosphorylation occurred for WT PDZ45. The weak phosphorylation of ‘‘PDZ2-3C-PDZ45’’ is from the PDZ2, as
all phosphorylation signals originate from the PDZ2 part (see Figure S5B).
(C) The T669A-PDZ45 is much more susceptible to oxidation at pH 7.5. The figure shows that the mutant can be easily oxidized by a low concentration of H2O2.
Error bars show mean ± standard deviation (SD) for three different experiments.
(D) Stereoview showing a strong hydrogen bond formed by the hydroxyl group of Thr669 and the imidazol ring of His547. The figure also shows the H-bond
network formed between Thr666 with its neighboring residues, and these interactions would be stabilized by the Thr669-His547 H-bond.
(E) Comparison of the pH dependent oxidations of PDZ5 (75 mM) and PDZ45 (30 mM) in the presence of 5 mM GSSG.
(F and G) Fluorescence polarization assays showing that both PDZ45 (F) and PDZ5 (G), in their reduced forms, display similar Kon peptide-binding affinities at
pH 7.5 and 5.8.
Also see Figure S5.rapid, light-induced acidification due to protons released by
PLCb-mediated hydrolysis of PIP2 (Huang et al., 2010). It was
shown that light activation leads to 0.1–0.2 pH unit change to
the entire cell body and this pH change originates from rhabdo-
mere. Although direct measurements of the local pH change are
not available, a simple calculation taking account of the space
occupied by the INAD-organized signaling complex and the
volume of the entire rhabdomere, suggests that light-induced
release of protons in the immediate vicinity of the INAD-orga-
nized signaling complex could lead to a decrease of several
pH units. Such a pH decrease is capable of breaking the
Thr669/His547 H-bond due to the protonation of His547 imid-
azole ring. In other words, protons produced by the light-induced
PLC activity may act as the regulatory switch for the conforma-
tional coupling of the PDZ45 supramodule.
Several lines of experimental evidence support the pH-
induced conformational cycling model of PDZ45. First, CD and
NMR experiments showed that PDZ45 displays a pH-dependent
conformational change with major spectral changes occurring
at pH 6.0, a value matching pKa of a His side chain (Figures
S5D–S5I). Second, one would predict that the redox potentialof PDZ5 in the PDZ45 tandem would undergo a sudden drop
upon protonation of His547. Indeed, GSSG-mediated oxidation
of PDZ45 displayed a pH-dependent decrease when pH of the
sample buffer was lowered from 7.8 to 6.3, which is due to
increased protonation of Cys606 and Cys645 at more acidic
conditions (Figure 5E). The GSSG-mediated oxidation of
Cys606 and Cys645 in PDZ45 showed a sudden surge when
pH of the buffer was further lowered from 6.3 to 5.8 (Figure 5E),
presumably due to the His547 protonation-induced uncoupling
of PDZ4&5. In comparison, the GSSG-mediated oxidation of
PDZ5 alone followed a predicted pH-dependent decrease
upon lowering the buffer pH (Figure 5E). Third, the oxidation
speed (mediated by either GSSGor H2O2) of PDZ45was dramat-
ically enhanced when pH of the sample buffer dropped from
neutral condition to pH 5.8 (Figures S5J and S5K). We noticed
that that PDZ5 in the PDZ45 tandem is even more susceptible
to oxidation than the isolated PDZ5 at acidic pH conditions,
possibly due to a new mode of interaction between PDZ4 and
PDZ5 at low pH conditions (Figure 5E; Figure S5K). Importantly,
the decrease of pH does not induce overall unfolding of PDZ5 in
the PDZ45 tandem (Figure S5D), and PDZ5 or PDZ45 in theCell 145, 1088–1101, June 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1095
reduced form binds to target peptides with comparable affinities
at pH 7.5 or 5.8 (Figures 5F and 5G).
INAD Binds to Two Discrete Sites of the TRP Channel
Using Its PDZ3 and PDZ45 Domains
The identification of the Kon peptide as a specific binder of PDZ5
prompted us to search for other potential PDZ5 targets in the
Drosophila proteome. Interestingly, one candidate identified
was the TRP channel (Figure 6A). We tested the binding between
the C-terminal ‘‘GWL’’ motif of the TRP channel with INAD
using a synthetic peptide containing the last 9 residues of TRP
(‘‘TGRMISGWL’’) and found that this TRP peptide binds to
PDZ45 with a low affinity (Kd 140 mM, Figure 6B). NMR-based
assays revealed that the peptide binds to the same pocket as the
Kon peptide does (Figure 6C), indicating that the weak interac-
tion between the TRP tail and PDZ45 is specific. In vivo, TRP
forms multimers (Montell, 2003) and INAD also has a tendency
to form oligomers (Xu et al., 1998). The multimerizations of
both TRP and INAD could increase the binding avidity of the
two proteins.
It has been shown that an internal sequence (the ‘‘1264STV1266’’
motif, Figure 6A) of TRP is also required for TRP to interact with
INAD,most likely via binding to PDZ3 (Li andMontell, 2000; Peng
et al., 2008). We confirmed this finding using a GST-fused TRP
peptide contain both the ‘‘1264STV1266’’ and the ‘‘GWL’’ motifs.
The WT GST-fused TRP peptide robustly binds to the purified
full-length INAD (Figure 6D). Substitution of Val1266 with Ala
weakens its interaction with INAD, and the replacement of
Trp1274 with Ala eliminated the binding (Figure 6D). In contrast,
the GST-fused TRP peptides showed no detectable binding to
PDZ45 due to very weak interaction between the ‘‘GWL’’ motif
of TRP and PDZ5 of INAD (Figure 6E).
We were able to purify a highly stable PDZ345/TRP C-terminal
tail complex by coexpressing INAD PDZ345 and GB1-tagged
TRPCT containing the last 15 residues (GB1-TRPCT) (Figure 6F).
The INAD/TRP complex has a Kd of 0.1 mM (Figure S6A),
further confirming the stable bidentate interaction between
PDZ345 and the TRPCT. If PIP2 hydrolysis induced acidification
indeed functions as a regulatory switch of the Cys606&645
oxidation, one would predict that the PDZ345/TPRCT complex
would be stable at neutral pH. Lowering pH of the PDZ345/
TPRCT complex sample would promote dissociation of the
complex under oxidation conditions due to the protonation of
His547. Exactly as predicted, the PDZ345/TRPCT complex
remains stable even when the sample was treated with H2O2
(Figure 6F). In contrast, at low pH, even without H2O2, partial
GB1-TRPCT dissociation from PDZ345 could be detected. We
suspect that this pH-induced, partial PDZ345/TRPCT dissocia-
tion may result from the uncoupling of PDZ3 from PDZ45. Treat-
ment of the PDZ345/TRPCT complex at pH 5.8 with H2O2 further
promoted the complex dissociation (Figure 6F).
The data in Figures 6B–6F and the results from earlier studies
(Li and Montell, 2000; Peng et al., 2008) together reveal that the
TRP channel uses two discrete binding sites to bind to PDZ3 and
PDZ5 of INAD. Such a bidentate interaction between TRP and
INAD would afford tight TRP/INAD complex formation, even
though each site alone has relatively weak affinity. The multime-
rization-induced avidity effect would further enhance the TRP/1096 Cell 145, 1088–1101, June 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.INAD complex formation. More importantly, the bidentate inter-
action between TRP and INAD has a regulatory advantage in
controlling the assembly between TRP and INAD, as the
complex can be efficiently dissociated by disrupting either one
of the two binding sites (e.g., via PDZ5 oxidation, Figure 7H).
Reciprocally, the multimerization property of TRP channel would
further promote the disassembling of the TRP/INAD complex,
thus generating a sharp transition between the complexed and
the uncomplexed states.
Interestingly, although isolated PDZ5 has no detectable
binding to the C-terminal tail of PLCb, the PDZ45 tandem binds
to the PLCb tail peptide with a Kd 30 mM (Figures S6B and
S6C). This finding is consistent with an earlier report showing
that a mutation in PDZ5 of INAD (inaD2) leads to dissociation of
PLCb from INAD (Tsunoda et al., 1997). Importantly, GSSG-
mediated oxidation of PDZ45 abolished the tandem’s PLCb tail
peptide binding (Figure S6C), pointing to a possibility that oxida-
tion of PDZ45 can also disrupt the INAD/PLCb complex.
In Vivo Analysis of inaDT669A Mutant Flies
To test the pH-dependent formation of the H-bond between
T669 and H547 in vivo, we introduced the T669A mutation into
full-length INAD cDNA and expressed the construct in inaD1
null mutant flies (inaDT669A, Figure S7A). In wild-type photore-
ceptors macroscopic responses to brief flashes of light have
a time-to-peak (t-pk) of 40–50 ms, before relaxing rapidly to
baseline. Responses in inaDT669A had a similar peak amplitude
but a significantly delayed t-pk (approximately 60 ms) and
slightly slower decay time course (Figures 7A and 7B). Analysis
of elementary responses to single photons (quantum bumps) re-
vealed that this was primarily a consequence of a significant
increase in quantum bump latency Figure S7). This would be
consistent with the TRP channel and/or PLC being maintained
in a low sensitivity state, resulting in delayed activation.
Following each quantum bump, believed to be generated
within a single microvillus, the affected microvillus becomes
flooded with Ca2+ and is briefly (100 ms) refractory to further
stimulation (Scott et al., 1997; Mishra et al., 2007; Liu et al.,
2008). With sufficiently bright steps of illumination, this results
in responses consisting of an initial peak that rapidly declines
to minimum (‘‘notch’’) as photons arrive in the same microvilli
during the refractory period, before rebounding to a maintained
plateau (Figures 7C–7E). inadC645S mutants, in which PDZ45
should be locked in the reduced state, were previously reported
to lack this ‘‘notch’’ suggesting that the redox switch played an
important role in rendering the channels refractory during this
transient period of high Ca2+ influx (Mishra et al., 2007). We pre-
dicted that the inaDT669A mutation, which should lock PDZ45 in
the uncoupled oxidized state, might have a converse effect. To
test this we recorded responses to 1 s light steps of increasing
intensity, accurately calibrated in each cell in terms of effectively
absorbed photons. The intensity dependence of both peak and
plateau responses in inaDT669A were indistinguishable from
controls (Figure 7F). However, consistent with a reduced sensi-
tivity of the INAD-channel complex, when the depth of the notch
in inaDT669A was plotted against intensity (Figure 7G), it devel-
oped at significantly (approximately 2- to 3-fold) lower intensities
than in controls.
Figure 6. The Bidentate Interaction Mode between the TRP Channel and INAD
(A) Amino acid sequence of the TRP C-terminal tail. The figure depicts the internal ‘‘STV’’ motif as well as the ‘‘GWL’’ motif at the extreme end of the channel that
bind to PDZ3 and PDZ45, respectively.
(B) Fluorescence-based assay showing the weak binding between the C-terminal tail TRP peptide and the INAD PDZ45 tandem.
(C) NMR chemical shift perturbation-based assay showing that the TRP peptide binds to the same pocket as the Kon peptide does. The figure also includes two
selected regions of the PDZ5 HSQC spectra with the addition of increasing concentrations of the TRP peptide.
(D) In vitro pull-down assay showing that theWTGST-fused TRPC-terminal tail (15 residues) specifically binds to the full-length INAD.We used a peptide with the
same length but with an irrelevant sequence to the TRP C-terminal as the binding control.
(E) The GST-fused TRP tail showed no detectable binding to PDZ45, demonstrating the essential role of the PDZ3 domain for the formation of the stable
TRP/INAD complex.
(F) The INAD PDZ345/TRPCT complex undergoes a pH-dependent, oxidation-induced dissociation. Analytical gel filtration analysis showed that the purified
INAD PDZ345/GB1-TRPCT complex was highly stable at pH 7.5 even when the sample was treated with 88 mM of H2O2 for 60 min prior to the chromatography
analysis. In contrast, the PDZ345/GB1-TRPCT complex showed some degree of dissociation when the pH of the sample buffer was lowered to 5.8. Treatment of
the complex in the pH 5.8 sample buffer with 88 mM of H2O2 for 60 min further enhanced the complex dissociation. The elution peaks corresponding to the
PDZ345/TRPCT complex and the dissociated GB1-TRPCT are indicated with a star and a triangle, respectively, for each elution profile. The protein compositions
of the peaks labeled were analyzed by SDS-PAGE with Coomassie blue staining and are shown in the lower panel. The elution volumes of molecular mass
standards are indicated at the top of the upper panel.
Also see Figure S6.
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Figure 7. Whole-Cell Voltage Clamped
Responses from inaDT669A Mutant Photore-
ceptors
(A) Averaged, normalized responses to brief (1 ms)
flashes containing 75 effectively absorbed
photons in photoreceptors from flies expressing
inaDT669A on inaD1 null background, wild-type
(WT) and controls expressing the wild-type inaD
transgene on an inaD1 null background (inaDWT).
Responses in inaDT669A were slower that in
controls.
(B) Time-to-peak (t-pk) was significantly (p < 0.01)
delayed in inaDT669A (mean ± standard error of the
mean [SEM], n = 32 cells from two independent
transformant lines).
(C and D) Responses to 1 s steps of increasing
intensity (from 400 to 4 3 105 effectively ab-
sorbed photons s-1) in inaDT669A (C) and inaDWT
(D). Note transition from peak to plateau with
marked undershoot (notch) at higher intensities
(indicated by an arrow).
(E) Averaged responses from inaDT669A (n = 11),
inaDWT (n = 7) and wild-type flies (n = 5) to a 1 s
flash of effective intensity 60,000 photons. Note
the pronounced notch only seen in inaDT669A flies
at this intensity (equivalent to 2 photons per
microvillus per second).
(F) Intensity response functions for peak response
and plateau (averaged during final 100ms of the 1 s
response) for inaDT669A (mean±SEMn=18), inaDWT
(n = 18), and WT (n = 10) were indistinguishable.
(G) Intensity dependence of the notch (minimum
value) expressed as a fraction of the plateau level.
The notch develops at 2- to 3-fold lower intensi-
ties in inaDT669A compared to controls. Error bars
show mean ± SEM (n = 18). Also see Figure S7.
(H) A summary model showing the dynamic scaf-
folding and regulation of the INAD-organized
signaling complex underneath rhabdomere mem-
branes. In the dark, INAD adopts reduced state,
and therefore the INAD complex is stoichiometri-
cally associated with the TRP channels. In this
state, the entire signaling complex is at its highest sensitivity. The light-induced increaseofH+withinmicrovilli causesPDZ5oxidation andTRP tail dissociation and
subsequent completedissociation of TRP from INADPDZ345 (indicatedby thedashedarrow). Thedissociation of the INADcomplex from theTRPchannel renders
the channel less sensitive, promoting its deactivation and also inducing a refractory period. INAD can quickly reassociate with the TRP channels when INAD PDZ5
return to its reduced state upon [H+] gradient dissipation, a mechanism that would promote the fast resetting of the visual signaling cycles. The inadT669Amutation
locksPDZ5 in the low-affinity, oxidized state, resulting in delayed channel activation (increasedbump latency). For simplicity,wehavenot includedother regulatory
elements (e.g., the feedback and feedforward regulations by Ca2+, PKC, or PIP2/DAG and H
+-mediated regulation of the TRP channel; see (Huang et al., 2010;
Yau and Hardie, 2009).DISCUSSION
Allosteric Regulation of INAD PDZ45 Conformational
Dynamics
Scaffold proteins are traditionally viewed as passive molecular
adaptors that ‘‘glue’’ signaling proteins together. Emerging
evidence indicates that, in addition tosuchapassive role, scaffold
proteinscanactivelyparticipate indynamic regulationof signaling
events (Bhattacharyya et al., 2006; Feng and Zhang, 2009). The
cycling of INAD PDZ5 between the reduced and oxidized states
is an elegant example of direct signaling regulation by a scaffold
protein (Mishra et al., 2007), although the underlying molecular
mechanism has been unclear. In this work, we discovered that
the redox potential of the Cys606&645 pair of INAD PDZ51098 Cell 145, 1088–1101, June 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.undergoes a massive, conformation-coupled shift. Formation of
the PDZ45 supramodule elevates the redox potential of PDZ5
disulfide to 40 mV, locking the domain in its reduced con-
formation capable of binding to its targets with high affinity.
Conformational uncoupling between PDZ4&5 via protonation of
His547 lowers the redox potential of PDZ5 to370mV, leading
to the oxidation of the Cys606-Cys645 pair and consequent
dissociation of PDZ5 target. Presumably, rapid dissipation of
the proton gradient will restore the INAD-PDZ45 supramodule
for another round of signaling event (Figure 7H).
In line with our in vitro analysis, inaDT669Amutant flies, in which
PDZ5 is decoupled from PDZ4 and effectively locked in the
oxidized low-affinity state, display electrophysiological defects
(Figure 7). Although subtle, it is striking that the defects in
inaDT669A were essentially the converse of those previously
reported in inaDC645S mutants, where PDZ5 is locked in the
reduced, high-affinity state (Mishra et al., 2007). Namely,
although responses to intense flashes in inaDC645S failed to
develop the ‘‘notch’’ characteristic of wild-type responses, the
notch in inaDT669A was significantly more pronounced (Figure 7).
This supports Mishra et al.’s (2007) proposal that the dynamic
switch to the oxidized state is required to induce the refractory
period (Hardie and Raghu 2001; Pumir et al., 2008), whereby a
second photon absorbed in the same microvillus within
100 ms fails to generate a response.
In the present study, we found that the TRP C-terminal binds
avidly to the reduced PDZ345, whereas the PLC C-terminal
binds with reasonably high affinity to PDZ45. Furthermore,
protonation, leading to decoupling and oxidation of PDZ5,
promotes dissociation of both TRP and PLC. We hypothesize
that high-affinity binding of TRP and/or PLC maximizes sensi-
tivity of the channel to activation by PLC, and that dissociation
following oxidation results in a low sensitivity state (Figure 7H).
In inadT669A, PDZ5 is locked in the low-affinity, low-sensitivity
state, potentially accounting for both the prolonged latency
and the more pronounced notch. Conversely, the notch is
abolished in inadC654S mutants where PDZ45 is locked in the
high-affinity, maximally sensitive state.
How might the dynamic interaction of TRP (and/or PLC) with
INAD influence channel activity? TRP channels are activated
by products of PIP2 hydrolysis (putatively protons and PIP2
depletion) and are also subject to pronounced positive and
negative feedback by Ca2+ influx (Huang et al., 2010; for review,
see Hardie and Postma, 2008). In principle, TRP’s interaction
with INAD could modulate the dependency of channel gating
on any of these factors. It may also be relevant that PLC is
dynamically regulated during phototransduction in a Ca2+- and
PKC-dependent manner (Gu et al., 2005).
It is noted that the oxidation speed of the Cys606&645 pair is
too slow to match the extremely fast fly vision signaling kinetics.
This implies that additional regulatory factor(s) must exist to
regulate the fly visual signaling process. One such factor might
be ePKC. It is possible that PIP2 hydrolysis-induced acidification
(via PLCb) and INAD phosphorylation (via ePKC) act synergisti-
cally to achieve a rapid oxidation of PDZ5 required for fly visual
signaling. The redox state of INAD might also be modulated by
oxidants acutely generated upon light activation of fly photore-
ceptors, although these have not been reported to date. Alterna-
tively, a pair of Cys with a redox potential between those of the
two INAD PDZ5 conformers may function as a ‘‘facilitator’’ to
catalyze the PDZ5 conformational cycling.
Proton as a General Second Messenger in PLC/PIP2
Signaling Processes
It is seldom recognized that PLC-mediated hydrolysis of PIP2
releases protons. Along with the recent finding that the light-
sensitive channels in Drosophila can be activated by a combina-
tion of protons and phosphoinositide depletion (Huang et al.,
2010), our results suggest that localized proton release by PLC
mayplay ageneral role in receptor-mediatedsignalingprocesses.
Proton-regulated dynamic signaling complex organization by
scaffold proteins beneath PLC-containing membranes is likelyto have broad implications for future studies and may force re-
evaluation of many well-documented signaling events in biology.
Supramodular Nature of the INAD PDZ45 Tandem
The capacity of dynamic cycling of PDZ5 between its two distinct
conformational states is enabled by the formation of the PDZ45
supramodule. The INAD PDZ45 supramodule, together with
a number of recent examples, demonstrates that two or more
PDZ domains connected in tandem often display distinct
target-binding properties from each isolated domain or the
simple sum of the isolated PDZ domains due to direct interac-
tions of PDZ domains in the tandem (Feng et al., 2003; Long
et al., 2003, 2005, 2008). An additional advantage of arranging
multiple protein modules into a higher order supramodule is to
build regulatory mechanisms into scaffold proteins, thereby
enabling them to actively control signaling events organized
around them (Feng and Zhang, 2009). INAD takes the supramod-
ule feature to another level. Productive binding between TRP
channel and INAD requires PDZ3 and PDZ45 to be covalently
linked together forming a PDZ345 supramodule.
Conformation-Coupled Modulation of Protein Disulfide
Redox Potentials
Cysoxidations are known to regulate verybroadcellular activities.
It is generally accepted that oxidations of Cys in proteins occur
either via a limited degree of cellular redox potential changes or
generations of reactive oxidants as a result of cellular metabo-
lism/signaling (Janssen-Heininger et al., 2008; Rhee, 2006). In
this paradigm, Cys residues in proteins act as sensors by
passively responding tocellular redoxpotential changesor gener-
ations of reactive oxygen species, as redox potentials of protein
disulfides generally do not change. Formation of inter- or intramo-
lecular disulfide bonds are increasingly recognized as important
activity regulatory mechanisms for cellular proteins and enzymes
(see Ago et al., 2008; Fox et al., 2007; Kemble and Sun, 2009
for examples). The disulfide-mediated oxidation of INAD PDZ45
characterized in this work represents an unprecedented protein
oxidation mechanism. The redox potential of the disulfide bond
in PDZ5 is allosterically regulated by the conformational coupling
of PDZ4. Formation of thePDZ45 supramodule raise the standard
redox potential of PDZ5 by as much as 330 mV, thereby convert-
ing the Cys606-Cys645 disulfide of PDZ5 from the highly stable
oxidized state to the extremely stable reduced state at cellular
redox potentials. In view of the widespread existence of Cys
residues in cellular proteins and enzymes, it is possible that
such conformation-dependent redox potential oscillations also
exist in other proteins. Such regulated, large amplitude redox
potential oscillations of proteins and enzymes may be a general
paradigm for cellular signal transduction regulations. One may
envision that a combined action of reactive oxygen species and
redox potential oscillations can further sharpen redox signaling
events spatiotemporally.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Protein Expression and Purification
Drosophila PDZ5 and PDZ45 were expressed in and purified in bacteria (see
Extended Experimental Procedures for details).Cell 145, 1088–1101, June 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 1099
Fluorescence Assay
Fluorescence assays were performed on a PerkinElmer LS-55 fluorimeter at
20C. In the assay, FITC (Molecular Probes) labeled peptide samples
(1 mM) were titrated with binding partners in buffer containing 50 mM Tris
(with pH value and DTT concentration specifically indicated, 50 mM NaCl,
and 1 mM EDTA), and the titration curves were fitted with the GraphPad Prism
5 software package.
Redox Measurements of PDZ5 and PDZ45
Redox kinetics and thermodynamics (i.e., the standard redox potentials) of
PDZ5 and PDZ45 were measured by NMR spectroscopy and the Ellman
chemistry. Detailed procedures can be found in Extended Experimental
Procedures.
NMR Structure Determination
All protein samples used for NMR titration experiments were concentrated to
0.20.5mM in 50mMTris (pH 7.0, with 1mMEDTA and 50mMNaCl, with DTT
concentrations specified). NMR spectra were acquired at 30Con Varian NMR
spectrometers. The PDZ5/Kon peptide complex was determined using
standard NMR methods (see Extended Experimental Procedures for details).
Crystallography
Crystals of the PDZ45/NG2 peptide complex and the Se-Met-labeled PDZ45/
NG2 peptide complex were obtained by the hanging drop vapor diffusion
method at 16C. The PDZ45/NG2 peptide complex crystals grew in the
crystallization buffer containing 2.4 M (NH4)2SO4, and 0.1 M Tris (pH 8.5).
The native and Se-Met X-ray data sets were collected at the Cornell High-
Energy Synchrotron Source beamline A1. The detailed X-ray crystallographic
methods can be found in the Extended Experimental Procedures.
GST Pull-Down Assay
In vitro binding between TRP C-terminal tail and INAD was assayed using
GSH-Sepharose beads-based pull-down assay. INAD proteins (140 mg for
INAD FL and 50 mg for PDZ45 in each assay) were first cleared by preincubat-
ing with 30 ml of GSH-Sepharose beads in 1 ml assay buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl
[pH 7.5] containing 1 M NaCl, 1 mM DTT). Precleared INAD proteins were then
mixed with 30 ml of GSH-Sepharose beads charged with 20 mg GST-TRP-CT
at 4C for 30 min. The GSH-Sepharose beads were washed three times with
the assay buffer, and the retained proteins were assayed by SDS-PAGE with
Coomassie blue staining.
Analytical Gel Filtration Chromatography
Analytical gel filtration chromatography was carried out on an AKTA FPLC
system (GE Healthcare). Proteins were loaded on to a Superose 12 10/300
GL column 20 (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with a buffer containing 50 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 7.5, with 100 mM NaCl, and 1 mM EDTA with or without 1 mM
DTT).
Flies
Drosophila melanogaster were raised in the dark at 25C. The wild-type strain
was w1118. Transgenic lines expressing inaDT669A and inaDWT cDNA under the
Rh1 promoter were generated by standard P-element transformation and
recombined into a inaD1 null background (Tsunoda et al., 1997).
Electrophysiology
Dissociated ommatidia were prepared as previously described (e.g., Hender-
son et al., 2000; Hardie et al., 2002) from newly eclosed adult flies and trans-
ferred to a recording chamber on an inverted Nikon Diaphot microscope.
Whole-cell voltage clamp recordings were made at room temperature
(20C ± 1C) at70 mV using electrodes of resistance10–15MU using stan-
dard solutions (see Extended Experimental Procedures for further details).
Photoreceptors were stimulated via a green light-emitting diode; intensities
were calibrated in every cell in terms of effectively absorbed photons by count-
ing quantum bumps at low intensities.1100 Cell 145, 1088–1101, June 24, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.ACCESSION NUMBERS
The coordinates of the PDZ5/Kon and PDZ45/NG2 complexes have been
deposited in the Protein Data Bank under the accession codes of 2LA8 and
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